Anytime you do research, you make a list of all the works you used in your research and put it in bibliography, also called a Works Cited page. The format of each source you cite in your bibliography is very specific in terms of what information comes where, and how to punctuate. For this part of your bibliography, you will want to follow the examples for books, websites, databases, etc. provided at http://www.libraries.psu.edu/psul/researchguides/citationstyles/MLA_citation.html#mla-quick-citation-guide

What makes the annotated bibliography different than bibliographies you may have written in the past is the annotation. An annotation is a note included after your citation information. It is one to three sentences long.

**In your annotation, you should include:**

a. A brief summary of HOW you used this article (Not what the article said but how and why it was useful to you)
b. A comment about how the item was useful to you

**Example:**


From this informative website I was able to gather facts on many different areas of interest. I got information about more on Hine’s accomplishments, what his personal goals were in taking picture, and where most of his works were published during his lifetime. It also gave me some quotes and more facts to add to the background paragraph.